Abstract Separating electron and phonon thermal conductivity components is imperative for understanding the principle thermal transport mechanisms in metals and highly desirable in many applications. In this work, we predict the mode-dependent electron and phonon thermal conductivities of 18 different metals at room-temperature from first-principles. Our first-principles predictions in general agree well with experimental data. We find that the phonon thermal conductivity is in the range of 2 -18 W/mK, which accounts for 1% -40% of the total thermal conductivity. It is also found that the phonon thermal conductivities in transition metals and transition-intermetallic-compounds (TICs) are non-negligible compared to noble metals due to their high phonon group velocities. Besides, the electron-phonon coupling effect on phonon thermal conductivity in transition metals and intermetallic compounds is stronger than that of nobles, which is attributed to larger electron-phonon coupling constant with a high electron density of state within Fermi window and high phonon frequency. The noble metals have higher electron thermal conductivities compared to transition metals and TICs, which is mainly due to the weak electronphonon coupling in noble metals. It is also shown that the Lorenz ratios of transition metals and transition-intermetallic-compounds hold larger deviations from the Sommerfeld value L 0 =2.44×10 -8 WK -2 . We also find the mean free paths (MFPs) for phonon (within 10 nm) are smaller than those of electron (5 -25 nm). The electrical conductivity and electron thermal conductivity are strongly related to the MFPs of electron.
Introduction
There have been numerous experimental measurements and theoretical analysis in order to understand the thermal transport in metals ever since the early of the twentieth century [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Nowadays, it has been generally believed that free electrons have dominant contribution to the thermal transport in metals, while the phonons have less contribution. In most applications, only the total thermal conductivity of metals is needed, so it is unnecessary to separate electron and phonon thermal conductivity. Recently, there has been growing interest in quantifying phonon heat conduction in metals, primarily driven by recent research advances in a variety of electron-phonon nonequilibrium energy transfer processes, for example, thermal transport across metal-dielectric interface 11 , laser manufacturing and laser heating 12 , heat-assisted magnetic recording devices 13 , etc.
In addition, resolving the size effect of metal nanostructure also requires the quantification of electron and phonon thermal conductivity and mean free path of metals [14] [15] [16] [17] . Therefore, how to separate the electron and phonon thermal conductivity components of metals becomes an important problem, which prompts researchers to carry out various experimental and theoretical works.
In most pure metals, the electron thermal conductivity ( e ) is believed to be much larger than the phonon thermal conductivity ( p ). Also, it has been well known that the electron thermal conductivity of metals is proportional to the electrical conductivity, or the Wiedemann-Franz law 18 .
Therefore, to obtain a simple estimation of electron thermal conductivity, one can perform electrical conductivity measurement, for example, 4-probe resistivity measurement 19 and then employ
Wiedemann-Franz law 18 to obtain the electron thermal conductivity. To further obtain the phonon thermal conductivity, the total thermal conductivity can be measured and the electron thermal conductivity  e is estimated from electrical conductivity, and then the difference can be attributed to phonon contribution 1, 20, 21 . To apply the Wiedemann-Franz law, it generally needs a correct Lorenz number, which is usually taken as the Sommerfeld value 1, 10 . However, it has been well known that the Sommerfeld value only holds when elastic scattering prevails, which is generally limited to low or high temperature 4, 22 . Because phonon thermal conductivity is a relatively small fraction, even a small deviation of Lorenz number can lead to large uncertainty in the phonon thermal conductivity evaluation. In order to more accurately obtain phonon thermal conductivity, a few other experimental methods have been implemented, including alloying method 5, 6 , superconducting method 5, 23 , and magnetothermal method 6, 24 . However, these methods are either very complicated to conduct or limited to extremely low temperature. Therefore, the accuracy of experimentally measured  p is still uncertain and even the room-temperature values are only available for few metals [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
From the theoretical side, in order to investigate the phonon thermal conductivity of metals, the general strategy is to first estimate phonon thermal conductivity considering the phonon-phonon scattering. Some of the early efforts include, Leibfried and Schlӧmann 25 model, Klemens 4 model, and Slack 26 equation. All these analytical models only involve the phonon-phonon scattering, which neglect the phonon-electron scattering in metals 27, 28 . By adding the phonon-electron scattering rate, Klemens 10 proposed the formula of phonon thermal conductivity by assuming that the long wavelength phonon modes interact with free electrons and then concluded that the phonon thermal conductivity of pure metals are in range of 3 to 10 W/mK. Stojanovic et al. 29 developed an analytical expression of phonon thermal conductivity for metal nanostructures with the assumption of isotropic properties of the material, nearly free electron for electrons and Debye approximation 30 for phonons. On the other hand, the expression of electron thermal conductivity at low and high temperature for monovalent metals was firstly derived by Wilson 31 with the assumption that only the longitudinal phonon modes interact with electrons. Makinson 1 promoted the expressions of electron thermal conductivity for both high and low temperatures by assuming that the phonons with different polarization interact with electrons to the same extent. These theoretical treatments significantly advance the understanding of thermal transport in metals. However, large uncertainty will be induced if using these models to obtain quantitative phonon and electron thermal conductivity values.
On the other hand, recent advances in numerical methods have enabled more accurate prediction of phonon thermal conductivity in metals. For example, the molecular dynamic method was used to predict the phonon thermal conductivity of metals 32 . However, molecular dynamics has significant limitation, not only because the accuracy of force fields is questionable, but also because empirical potential is unavailable for most materials. In contrast, by first-principles method, it is possible to extract the electron-phonon coupling matrix element, and then the mode-resolved electron and phonon transport properties can be obtained by combining with Boltzmann transport equation [33] [34] [35] [36] . Therefore, this method can be quite useful to obtain a reliable phonon thermal conductivity of metals. First-principles method can be ideally applied to any material. The major limitation is that very dense k-mesh and q-mesh used for Brillouin zone integration are needed to obtain accurate results, which requires extremely high computational cost. In recent years, there are only a handful of first-principles calculations 27,37-39 carried out to predict the thermal conductivity of metals. For example, Jain et al. 37 predicted the electron and phonon thermal conductivity of Au, Ag and Al including the electron-phonon scattering rate by using dense k-mesh (80×80×80) and q-mesh (32×32×32) interpolation. Wang et al. 27 calculated the phonon thermal conductivity of metals including aluminum (Al), noble metals (Au, Ag, Cu) and transition metals (Pt, Ni), but the accuracy of their calculated values could be limited due to the relatively coarse mesh of k-points (16×16×16) and q-points (16×16×16) used in the Brillouin zone integration. In our previous work 38 , the intermetallic compound NiAl and Ni 3 Al were considered. These advances are important in that one can finally obtain relatively reliable values of phonon thermal conductivity in metals. However, these first-principles simulations are scattered to only a few types of metals, and the data may not be directly comparable due to the difference in their simulations, for example, the pseudopotential and Brillouin zone integration technique. Therefore, a comprehensive analysis of the phonon thermal conductivity in different types of metals is highly desirable in order to obtain more general conclusions of heat conduction in metals.
In this work, a series of first-principles calculations are carried out to predict the modedependent electron and phonon thermal conductivity of 18 different metals, which include noble metals, alkali-earth metals, transition metals, transition-intermetallic-compounds (TICs) and nobleintermetallic-compounds (NICs). The phonon thermal conductivities are calculated by considering both phonon-phonon (p-p) and phonon-electron (p-e) interactions, and the effect of phononelectron scattering on the phonon thermal conductivity is carefully discussed. In addition, the electron thermal conductivity is evaluated by considering electron-phonon (e-p) scattering and the Lorenz numbers, as well as the mean free paths for both phonon and electron of all 18 metals are calculated. 35, 42 .
Methods
The p-p scattering rate due to three-phonon scattering is given by the Fermi's golden rule (FGR) 43 as
where N is the total number of phonon modes.  is the Dirac delta function, which is approximated by a Gaussian or Lorentzian function 37 in practice. The term 12 V   is the three-phonon scattering matrix element, which is related to the 3 rd -order force constants 40 .
The p-e scattering can be also obtained from FGR 43 , under the relaxation time approximation, the scattering rate of phonon mode  is
12
, 
where f  is "Fermi window" that peaks at the Fermi level.
Electron thermal conductivity
Combining the BTE and Onsager relations 43 , the electron transport properties can be obtained 1 .
Analytical models
Actually, the three-phonon scattering strength 12 V   in Eq. (2) 
where B is a constant number, M is the total mass of atoms in the unit cell, 
In general, the only consideration of p-p scattering of determining the phonon thermal conductivity in metals is not accurate due to the importance of phonon-electron scattering. However, the phonon-electron scattering strength is very complicated as shown in Eq. (3). In order to obtain the expression for the phonon-electron scattering rate corresponding to a phonon relaxation process, 
where be noted that the phonon thermal conductivity calculated by using these analytical formulas will be compared with the first-principles calculations, which will help us to understand the accuracy of these approximated models.
First-principles calculations
The first-principles calculations including density functional theory (DFT) and density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) are carried out using Quantum Espresso package 46 to predict the phonon and electron thermal transport in these metals by considering p-p and p-e scatterings.
In p-p scattering rate calculations, the second-order interatomic force constants (2 nd -IFCs) are obtained using DFPT and the 3 rd -IFCs are obtained using the finite-difference supercell methods in which the forces are extracted from the self-consistent field calculation of displaced supercell configurations. In order to calculate the 3 rd -IFCs, the supercell is created by using thirdorder.py package 47 . The size of supercell and the nearest neighbors are provided in the supporting information of Sec. S2. In the p-e scattering rate calculations, the phonon perturbation is first calculated using DFPT as implemented in Quantum Espresso 46 and then the e-p scattering matrix element is calculated in Electron-Phonon Wannier (EPW) package 48 . The e-p scattering matrix element is initially obtained on coarse electron and phonon wave vector grids and then interpolated to denser electron and phonon wave vector grids using the maximally localized Wannier functions 49 basis as implemented in EPW 48 . The denser meshes of wave vector for calculating the e-p scattering rate are listed in Sec. S3. In these calculations, the norm-conserving pseudopotentials 50 are used.
The exchange and correlation (XC) functional is treated by local density approximation (LDA) 51 or Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) 52 in our calculations. The choice of XC functional depends on the material, and it is determined by searching the literature with suggested XC functional for the corresponding material.
Importantly, it should be noted that the following factors may have effects on the predicted values of thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity from first-principles calculations: (1) pseudopotentials used in DFT calculations 27 , (2) the number of k and q-mesh used in the interpolation process during electron-phonon scattering rate calculations 37 , (3) the method such as the relaxation time approximation (RTA) or iterative scheme used for calculating the thermal conductivity 53 . Here, we try to choose the pseudopotentials which make sure the DFT calculated electrical conductivity matches well with the experimental values. Also, we choose the moderate k and q-mesh in electron-phonon scattering rate calculations based on the balance of accuracy and computational cost (see Sec. S3). In addition, we use the RTA method which can guarantee the denser q-mesh used in three-phonon scattering rate calculations, and it has been reported that the difference of the calculated thermal conductivity between RTA and iterative method is almost negligible for metals 53 . Actually, it is not easy to absolutely resolve all these effects into the calculations, but we have tried our best to make sure our calculations are available and believable. From the values of  p and  e in Table 1 , we note that the phonon thermal conductivity ranges from 2 to 18 W/mK. The ratio of phonon thermal conductivity to total thermal conductivity / p total  can be smaller than 2% or as large as 40% at 300 K. 8 out of 18 metals have phonon contributions of more than 10%. Therefore, the contribution of the phonon to the total thermal conductivity in metals cannot be neglected, at least not for all metals. Furthermore,  p can play a more important role in the thermal conductivity of metal nanostructure due to the significant reduction of  e at nanostructure 29 . Therefore, our calculation results show the necessity of firstprinciples investigation on the phonon thermal transport in metals.
Results and discussion

Electrical conductivity, electron thermal conductivity and phonon thermal conductivity
In addition, the predicted 
Phonon thermal conductivity with only p-p scattering
The above calculations provide relatively reliable data for the phonon thermal conductivity of different types of metals. To gain further insights into the phonon thermal conductivity of metals, further analysis is necessary. As shown in Eqs. (2) and (3), the phonon thermal conductivity in metals is affected by both p-p and p-e scattering. Therefore, we firstly investigate the phonon thermal conductivity with only considering p-p scattering, and then further consider electronphonon coupling effect on the phonon thermal conductivity.
The first-principles calculated phonon thermal conductivity pp p  (only p-p scattering is considered) at 300 K are shown in Fig. 2 Table 2 , which supports this statement. TiAl (TICs), and CuAu (NICs) , as shown in Fig. 3 . We can see that the p-p scattering rates for these metals are comparable from Fig. 3(a) . However, the phonon group velocity of transition metal (Ni) is larger than that of noble metal (Ag) and it is also larger for TICs (TiAl) compared to NICs (CuAu) as shown in Fig. 3(b) . From the comparison, we can see that the phonon group velocity is the dominant factor in causing the differences in phonon thermal conductivity. In addition, by comparing the phonon group velocity and p-p scattering rate of the metals with that of good semiconductor of silicon (~150 W/mK) as shown in Fig. 3 , we find that the metals have much larger p-p scattering rate and lower phonon group velocity than silicon. In fact, this is because covalent bonding in silicon is usually stronger than the metallic bonding in metals 59 .
Furthermore, in the analytical models, the strength of p-p scattering and phonon group Since classical thermal conductivity models were widely used to estimate the phonon thermal conductivity of metals 4,60 , we can also check their accuracy. For this purpose, the predicted respectively. It indicates that these analytical models fail to accurately predict the phonon thermal conductivity. This is not surprising since these analytical models generally adopt the Debye approximation and the long wavelength assumption is employed in Klemens model 10 . Comparing to semiconductors and dielectrics 44 , these models are not reliable for metals, presumably because these models were originally developed for non-metallic materials 25 . As such, the previous phonon thermal conductivity estimations from these models 10, 29, 61 have large uncertainty and must be used with care.
Electron-phonon coupling effect on phonon thermal conductivity
Actually, the p-e scattering is an important scattering term in phonon scattering process for metals and it should be rigorously considered. It was believed that the p-e scattering term has relatively small contribution to phonon thermal conductivity at medium temperature range 10, 22, 27, 37 .
However, such statement cannot be completely supported by our results. Here, we quantified the
 after including the p-e scattering effect as shown in Fig. 6 and the data values are also presented in Table 2 . It can be seen that the e-p coupling effect on phonon thermal conductivity pp p  varies strongly with different metals. 29 .
b is referred to 27 .
c is referred to 37 .
d is referred to [62] [63] [64] [65] .
To understand how the scattering with electrons affects the phonon thermal conductivity, we first examine the expression of p-e scattering rate 1/ will be larger.
Based on these theoretical understanding and combining the data in Fig. 6 and 
Electron and phonon contribution to thermal conductivity
It is well known that the electrical conductivity and total thermal conductivity can be measured directly in experiments. However, it is hard to separately measure the electron and phonon thermal conductivity directly. In general, the Wiedemann-Franz law is widely used to evaluate the electron thermal conductivity, in which the electron thermal conductivity is determined through the equation electron transport is very weak compared to transition metals, which makes the electrical conductivity is much larger than that of transition metals as seen in Table 1 . Therefore, the electron thermal conductivity is high for noble metals and it gives much smaller phonon component of thermal conductivity. On the other hand, the phonon component of thermal conductivity in the transition metals and intermetallic compounds is comparable as discussed in Section 3.3. Combing these two factors in transition metals and intermetallic compounds, it is not surprising that the total thermal conductivity of them is low as seen in Table 1 and the phonon component of thermal conductivity is large as seen in Fig. 8 compared to the noble metals.
Electron and phonon mean free path
With the development of nanoelectronic devices [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , the metal structures with nanoscale dimension were widely used. However, the thermal conductivities of nanostructures are significantly different from their bulk values, and the size effect generally induces reductions due to scattering of electrons and phonons at surfaces and by grain boundaries. In order to figure out the size effect on the thermal conductivity, the mean free path (MFP) for both phonons and electrons were calculated. The MFP denoted by  is a measure of the distance traveled by a carrier between scattering events and is the product of the magnitude of its velocity and lifetime (e.g., for phonon mode ,
The average mean free path can have different definitions. Also, the mean free path for electric conduction and electron thermal conductivity can be different. Here, since we focus on thermal conductivity, the average electron and phonon MFP is defined through the accumulation function (see Sec.S6) which describes the contributions of carriers with different MFPs to thermal conductivity. The final values of  are extracted at 50% of the accumulation function and the results are shown in Fig. 9 . We also compare our calculated electron MFPs with the available reference data 29, 66 as shown in the inset of Fig. 9 . It should be noted that the MFP in the inset plot is calculated with the definition of Gall's 66 work to make a fair comparison. We can see that our calculated values agree well with the reference data. Importantly, it can be found that the phonon MFP is within 10 nm for all the 18 metals while the electron MFP ranges from 5 to 25 nm. Interestingly, we can see that the electron MFPs of nobles are larger than transition metals, which gives a general explanation of the reason why noble metals are good conductors. In addition, we can see that the
MFPs of electron are in general larger than that of phonon, which indicates the electron thermal conductivity has a larger reduction and the phonon thermal conductivity is quite important in metal nanostructures. Furthermore, in order to understand the function of electron MFP in determining the electron transport properties, we plot the variation of electrical conductivity with electron MFPs and it is shown in Fig. 10 . We can see that the materials with large electron MFPs generally have high electrical conductivity and the Pearson correlation between them is 0.90, which indicates that the transport properties of electrons are strongly correlated to the electron MFPs. 
Summary
In summary, first-principles calculations are conducted to predict the mode-dependent thermal properties of 18 metals including noble metals, transition metals, alkali-earth metals, nobleintermetallic-compounds and transition-intermetallic-compounds at room-temperature. The firstprinciples predicted values of thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity agree well with experimental results. The first-principles data allows the quantification and the separation of the electron and phonon contributions to thermal conductivity. We find that phonon thermal conductivities which only consider phonon-phonon scattering are within a range of 2 -30 W/mK, in which the phonon group velocity is the dominant factor of determining the phonon thermal conductivity. The phonon thermal conductivities will be reduced to 2 -18 W/mK when the phononelectron scattering is included, which finally results in the phonon thermal conductivity takes a proportion of 1% -40% in total thermal conductivity. Moreover, we find that the electron-phonon coupling effect on phonon thermal conductivity in transition metals and intermetallic compounds is stronger than that of nobles, which is mainly due to the large electron-phonon coupling constant with a high electron density of states within Fermi window and high phonon frequency. In addition, it is found that noble metals hold very high electron thermal conductivity in range of 265 -476 W/mK mainly due to weak electron-phonon coupling. Besides, the Lorenz ratios for all the 18 metals are calculated and it is found that there are larger deviations from the Sommerfeld value L 0 =2.44×10 -8 WK -2 in transition metals and TICs. Finally, it is shown that the MFPs for phonon (within 10 nm) are smaller than these of electron (5 -25 nm). The long electron MFPs lead to large electrical and electron thermal conductivities in metals.
